
ORA LERMAN’S bold, imaginative, and thought-provoking 

oeuvre is energized by her dynamic use of color, keen draftsmanship, 

and inventive storytelling. Ora Lerman: Telling Tales is a mini-

retrospective of her paintings, watercolors, drawings, sculptures, 

and Cibachromes that spans the course of her thirty-year career, 

emphasizing seminal periods and recurring themes. The exhibition 

reveals her unique ability to combine personal history with 

universal fables, creating narratives that are original yet familiar 

as they cross generations and geographic boundaries. Lerman 

takes inspiration from a variety of sources as diverse as Aesop’s 

fables to the familiar fairy tale Little Red Riding Hood, and from the 

creationist story of Eve in the Garden of Eden to the Indian goddess 

Yakshi, a symbol of fertility in the Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain faiths. 

Lerman’s mythical narratives are merged with autobiographical 

elements. Born to Jewish parents from Eastern Europe, Lerman, 

a first-generation American, drew creative inspiration from her 

childhood and family history. In addition, her world travels as an 

adult, which included multiple trips to Mexico, India, and Europe, 

became an important source of inspiration and imagery in her 

paintings, works on paper, and sculptures. During these trips, Lerman collected handmade crafts, such as brightly painted, stylized wood 

animals and sculpted folk art figurines. These objects appear in her work as recurring characters, acting out her reconceived stories.

Ora Lerman: Telling Tales is a remarkably timely exhibition given recent cultural and 

political developments. In the art world, women artists, living and deceased and 

from diverse backgrounds, including Grace Hartigan, Sheila Hicks, Carmen Herrera, 

Ruth Asawa, and Sonia Gechtoff, to name a few, can now be found on the rosters of 

commercial galleries throughout the country. Similarly, female artists, previously 

relegated to the sidelines, are being rediscovered and celebrated by museums and 

galleries alike, including the Brooklyn Museum’s yearlong programming A Year of Yes: 

Reimagining Feminism, the traveling exhibition Women of Abstract Expressionism, and 

Hauser & Wirth’s inaugural show in Los Angeles, Revolution in the Making: Abstract 

Sculpture by Women, 1947–2016. 

In the political sphere, Lerman, who was a feminist and advocate for women’s rights, 

places Eve and Lakshmi center stage in paintings that promote diversity and enculturation and resonate with questions that currently 

surround immigration. In her paintings, with titles like Who Are We and Where Are We Going, she is dogged by questions about society’s future, 

so apt today as America faces an identity crisis. In fact, Lerman’s life’s work was to reconcile her past and present, blend fact and fiction, and 

create her own narratives to build the world she desired. Her artistic journey was, in her own words,  “integrating opposites”—something that 

remains profoundly important today—and is the legacy she has left us.

Where Are We Going / Where Have We Been?  1991, hand-ground oil on canvas, 27 x 54 inches
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The Tree Goddess Returns to New York, 1990,   

hand-ground oil on canvas, 48 x 64 inches

Geese Lay Golden Eggs in the Attics of Sidilkov, 1984, three watercolors, left: 12 x 18 inches; 

center: 18 x 12 inches;  right: 12 x 18 inches;  overall: 22 x 56 inches, matted



ORA LERMAN grew up in Kentucky and as an adult settled in New York 

City and Laceyville, Pennsylvania. She received her BA from Antioch College in 

1960 and her MFA from Pratt Institute in 1969. There she received her formalist 

training and grounding in abstract expressionism, although she quickly abandoned 

it for figurative work. Lerman was the recipient of numerous prestigious awards 

and residencies, including a Fulbright Award (1963), MacDowell Fellowship 

(1977), Andrew Mellon Fellowship (1984), Reader’s Digest Artists in Residence in 

Giverny, France (1988), and National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship (1992). 

Her work appeared in notable solo and group exhibitions both nationally and 

internationally, including at the Museum of Modern Art, NYC; Jewish Museum, 

NYC; Brooklyn Museum, NYC; Poulain Museum, Vernon, France; and Haags  

Gemeentemuseum, The Netherlands.

Attics of Sidilkov Harbour Geese and Secret Winter Dreams, 1985, 

watercolor and pencil, 24 x 36 inches

Underwater Is a World Without Picasso, 1978,

watercolor and pencil, 18 x 12 inches

Frogs Speak Flowers When They Are Happy, 1980,

painted Hydrocal, 20 x 10 x 6 inches

Who Are We / Where Are We Going? 1991, hand-ground oil on canvas, 27 x 54 inches

A R T I S T ’ S  B I O G R A P H Y

SPECIFICATIONS
30 artworks, including 10 oil paintings, 8 watercolors, 

2 drawings, 2 photographs, 3 sculptures, and 5 folk art  

objects (approximately 70 linear feet, see checklist)

Space requirement: 1500–2000 square feet 

4 pedestals 

Catalogs available 

Available beginning spring 2018

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
The Ora Lerman Charitable Trust is happy to work with 

you to develop meaningful educational programming that 

furthers each venue’s educational goals. Suggested topics 

include myths, storytelling, women in the arts,  

and cross-cultural identity.

FEES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
Incoming shipping costs, approximately $1500–$3000, 

depending on the distance

Installation and deinstallation of the exhibition

Printing and installing the introduction panel and

labels, provided from digital file

Insurance while in transit from previous venue, 

and while on premises

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
No radical fluctuations of temperature or humidity

Exhibition space locked after hours

No direct sunlight: UV filters and/or adjustable 

shades and blinds

Trained staff to install and supervise gallery space

No food or drink in the galleries

Fire protection according to local ordinances
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GARDEN OF EDEN 
AND INDIAN TREE 
GODDESS
The Garden of Eden and the Indian 

tree goddess are among the most 

significant themes in Lerman’s work, 

and show her extraordinary ability 

to meld cultural and personal stories 

into deeply imaginative imagery.

1. Eve with a Song Led the Animals from Eden, 

1989, hand-ground oil on canvas, 

45 x 60 inches

4. Eden’s River Feeds the Streams of the Mind, 

1989, hand-ground oil on canvas, 

48 x 60 inches

2. The Tree Goddess Returns to New York, 1990,  

hand-ground oil on canvas, 48 x 64 inches

3. Don’t Look Back, 1989, charcoal,  

30 x 40 inches

12. Art Not Food, 1996, charcoal,  

24 x 18 inches

13. Two Mules, 1995, watercolor and pencil, 

20 x 15 inches

14. Run for Your Life, 1996, watercolor and 

pencil, 20 x 15 inches

10. Where Are We Going / Where Have We Been? 

1991, hand-ground oil on canvas, 

27 x 54 inches

9. Birds Dream About Flowers, 1992,  

hand-ground oil on canvas, 60 x 45 inches

11. Art Not Food, 1996–97,  hand-ground oil  

on canvas, 48 x 36 inches

AESOP’S FABLES
In her Aesop’s Fables series, Lerman 

expands her use of text to include  

her own witty, written versions  

of these fables.

5. Eve and Yakshi Are Sisters, 1989,  

watercolor, 30 x 40 inches

6. And She Knew His Sweet Kisses, 1991–1994, 

hand-ground oil on canvas, 48 x 64 inches

7. Fame Makes Art a Heavy Burden / Story of the 

Little Green Bridge, 1991, hand-ground oil on 

canvas, 64 x 48 inches

8. Who Are We / Where Are We Going? 1991, 

hand-ground oil on canvas, 27 x 54 inches

GIVERNY AND  
TRAVEL IMAGES
In 1988, Lerman had a residency 

in Giverny, France. It inspired her 

future use of gardens and flowers as 

frequent subjects. Her love of travel  

is also expressed in imagery alluding 

to transportation.

EXHIBITION CHECKLIST



24. My Doll Had a Broken Finger and I Mended It, 

1981–82, painted Hydrocal,  

6 x 15 x 10 inches

25. I Surrender Softly to Memory, 1982, painted 

Hydrocal and wood, 17 x 20 x 7 inches

26—30. A selection of folk art objects from 

Ora Lerman’s personal collection.

UNDERWATER IS A 
WORLD WITHOUT 
PICASSO  

Beginning with a still life, which Lerman 

set up and photographed to make a 

Cibachrome, she then studied and 

reworked that composition in her  

watercolors and drawings, and finally  

in her oil paintings.

17. Which Side of the Door of Dreams Do We 

Enter?  c. 1980, Cibachrome, 24 x 20 inches

SIDILKOV 

Exemplifying the importance of her 

Jewish heritage, these watercolors  

reference her Eastern European roots 

and the profound experience of  

fruitlessly searching for her father’s 

shtetl, Sidilkov, which disappeared 

during World War II.

16. Attics of Sidilkov Harbour Geese and Secret  

Winter Dreams, 1985, watercolor and pencil, 

24 x 36 inches

15. Geese Lay Golden Eggs in the Attics of Sidilkov,  

1984, three watercolors, left: 12 x 18 inches; 

center: 18 x 12 inches; right: 12 x 18 inches; 

overall: 22 x 56 inches, matted

RED COMES TO 
WOLF’S BED AND 
TRANSFORMS  
HIS APPETITE
Lerman’s use of the fairy tale Little  

Red Riding Hood shows her early  

interest in changing and adapting 

familiar stories into something new.

20. Red Comes to Wolf’s Bed, 1981, Cibachrome, 

24 x 20 inches

18. Underwater Is a World Without Picasso, 

1977, watercolor and pencil, 18 x 12 inches

19. Underwater Is a World Without Picasso, 

1978, watercolor and pencil, 18 x 12 inches
22. Red Comes to Wolf’s Bed and Transforms  

His Appetite, 1982, watercolor and pencil, 

24 x 16 inches

21. Red Comes to Wolf’s Bed and Transforms His  

Appetite, 1982, hand-ground oil on canvas, 

36 x 24 inches

SCULPTURE AND 
FOLK ART OBJECTS
Three-dimensional objects were a  

constant part of Lerman’s practice, as 

were objects she created and things  

she collected during her travels. 

23. Frogs Speak Flowers When They Are Happy, 

1980, painted Hydrocal,  20 x 10 x 6 inches
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(checklist 6 & 7). On the heels of that residency, Lerman went to 

Kamataka, India, as part of the International Exchange of Scholars: 

Indo-American Fellowship. There, her introduction to Indian 

goddesses such as Lakshmi and Yakshi resulted in a new blending 

of Eastern and Western cultures (checklist 1–5 & 10). 

During her travels, Lerman not only acquired objects, but also 

collected folktales, myths, and legends to enrich her stories. These 

materials were merged with her experiences, as well as with 

various cultural references, to create highly personal narratives. 

Lerman both illuminated and reconstrued familiar tales such as 

Little Red Riding Hood (checklist 20–22), Aesop’s Fables (checklist 

11–14), and the creationist story.

Viewing the drawings, watercolors, sculptures, and photographs 

in the exhibition in relation to her oil paintings, reveals another 

important aspect of Lerman’s oeuvre—her process. She began  

by arranging fantastical still-life tableaux and documenting  

them in Cibachromes (checklist 17 & 20) before starting  

drawings and paintings. In these tableaux, unrelated items 

like faith-related imagery, including Eve, a rabbi, and an Indian  

goddess, seamlessly share the space with folk art, dolls, and 

other childhood toys. In her newly constructed narratives, these 

characters move beyond their original associations—pleasure, 

play, worship—to embody new roles as actors communicating 

emotionally evocative stories.

Lerman’s work continues to be relevant today and deserves 

reexamination. Her themes of immigration and cross-cultural 

identity are particularly timely given the refuge crisis and current 

discussions about immigration. In addition, her strong feminist 

concerns are evident throughout her oeuvre. Yet despite the 

weighty issues that engaged her, Lerman’s art remains optimistic 

through its joyful use of color and imaginative storytelling.  

The depth and variety of her work makes this exhibition an 

engaging and versatile show that will appeal to a broad spectrum 

of audiences. Supplementary educational programming can 

be tailored to meet the needs and interests of each institution.  

The exhibition is available beginning in the spring of 2018.

ORA LERMAN: TELLING TALES  touches on seminal 

moments in the artist’s career, while also illuminating her working 

process in multiple media. Lerman was not only an accomplished 

painter and draftsman, but also a consummate storyteller. Her 

imaginative narratives come alive through her compelling use of 

color, text, and composition. They emerged as an amalgamation 

of her family history, Kentucky childhood, and world travels,  

on which she collected folk art and crafts that she reimagined  

in her work. She employed charcoal, watercolor, Hydrocal, 

Cibachrome and oil paints, which she ground herself, to create 

works on paper, sculptures, photographs, and paintings. Lerman 

typically worked in series, developing finished pieces in each 

medium. This approach allowed her to experiment with different 

compositions, using each new iteration to rework and further 

expand her stories. 

The works included in Telling Tales relate to trips and events that 

were formative in the development of Lerman’s visual vocabulary 

and content. Each experience impacted her work, sometimes 

immediately and other times not until years later. Touchstone 

moments include her trip to Russia with her father as they searched 

for his birthplace in 1983 (checklist 15 & 16). Other works are 

linked to notable artist residencies and awards, such as her two-

year stay in Japan (1963–65) on a Fulbright Award for Research. 

There she studied calligraphy and sumi-e, which later led to the 

use of text in her paintings. Painted around the perimeter of the 

canvas, the words, which are also the titles of the pieces, provide 

insight into the story unfurling inside. This combination of text 

and image became a distinctive element of her style. In addition, 

Lerman was inspired by Japanese theater to use masks and puppets 

as stand-ins for human images. She pursued this surrogacy using 

folk art and crafts that she collected during her frequent visits  

to Mexico. Carved out of wood, these brightly colored and  

stylized animals eventually formed the cast of characters she  

used to act out her tales. 

In 1988, during her residency at Monet’s garden in Giverny, 

France, sponsored by Reader’s Digest, Lerman created several 

visual fantasies incorporating elements from Monet’s garden

T H E  O R A  L E R M A N  C H A R I T A B L E  T R U S T  •  S O A R I N G  G A R D E N S  A R T I S T S  R E T R E A T
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